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Abstract

Protocols of quantum information processing are the foundation of quantum technology, allowing

to share secrets at a distance for secure communication (quantum key distribution), to teleport

quantum states, and to implement quantum computation. While various protocols have already

been realized, and even commercialized, the throughput and processing speed of standard protocols

is generally low, limited by the narrow electronic bandwidth of the measurement apparatus in the

MHz-to-GHz range, which is orders-of-magnitude lower than the optical bandwidth of available

quantum optical sources (10-100 THz). We present a general concept and methods to process quan-

tum information in parallel over multiplexed frequency channels using parametric homodyne detec-

tion for measurement of all the channels simultaneously, thereby harnessing the optical bandwidth

for quantum information in an efficient manner. We exemplify the concept through two basic pro-

tocols: Multiplexed Continuous-Variable Quantum Key Distribution (CV-QKD) and multiplexed

continuous-variable quantum teleportation. We demonstrate the multiplexed CV-QKD protocol in

a proof-of-principle experiment, where we successfully carry out QKD over 23 uncorrelated spec-

tral channels, with capability to detect eavesdropping in any channel. These multiplexed methods

(and similar) will enable to carry out quantum processing in parallel over hundreds of channels,

potentially increasing the throughput of quantum protocols by orders of magnitude.
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In the decades since the conception of quantum information in the 1980s, many prac-

tical applications were developed, ranging form secure communications [1–3] and quantum

information transmission protocols [4], through quantum sensing schemes [5–8] to quantum

computation [9–12]. All these applications rely on some uniquely quantum properties, such

as entanglement, squeezing, etc., to encode, process and decode the desired quantum infor-

mation. Examples include various degrees of freedom of matter, such as the energy levels

of trapped ions [11] and neutral atoms [12] or the phase / charge of Josephson junctions

[13–15]; and of light, either in the discrete photon-basis (e.g. polarization [1, 2], spatial

mode [16], frequency [17] and time [18]) or in the continuous quadrature-basis (squeezing

[6, 19]).

In many applications, the quadratures of the optical electric field are the backbone of

optical quantum processing. Classically, the quadratures x, y are the cosine and sine com-

ponents of the optical field at frequency ω E(t) = x cos (ωt) + y sin (ωt) = |a| cos (ωt+ φ),

where a = |a| eiφ is the complex field amplitude. The quadratures are the real x = a + a∗

and imaginary y = i (a− a∗) components of the complex amplitude. In quantum optics,

the optical quadratures (x =
(
a+ a†

)
/2, y = i

(
a− a†

)
/2) are non-commuting observables

[x, y] = i/2 that maintain the canonical quantum uncertainty ∆x∆y ≥ 1, analogous to the

canonical position and momentum of quantum mechanics. One can therefore encode, store,

process and decode quantum information on the optical quadratures.

The focus of this paper is to harness the bandwidth of ultra-broadband optical sources

to drastically enhance the rate of quantum optical processing. Most generally, quantum

information processing can be broken into three primary stages: generation of the quantum

state, manipulation of the state, and its measurement. While the speed of each stage can

be limited by different factors, the primary bottleneck in quantum optical protocols is the

measurement, where the relatively slow response of photo-detectors limits the processing

rates at several orders-of-magnitudes below the optical bandwidth of available sources, even

with the fastest available detectors. In particular, sources of broadband squeezed light with

10-100THz of bandwidth (up to an optical octave) are readily available [20, 21], as well as

methods of broadband manipulation using pulse shaping in the spectral domain [22, 23]. In

contrast, the bandwidth of traditional measurement techniques was always limited by the

narrowband electronic response of optical detectors, in the MHz-to-GHz range.

Luckily, this electronic bandwidth limit was recently overcome with the conception of
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optical parametric homodyne [24], which enables to measure an optical quadrature of inter-

est across a wide, practically unlimited optical spectrum, opening the way to much faster

quantum processing. We present a general approach for parallel processing of quantum

information, encoded across the entire optical spectrum of the quadratures of broadband

two mode squeezed light. We highlight a set of tools (see figure 1) to simultaneously gen-

erate, manipulate and measure quantum information over multiple frequency channels, up

to 103 − 104 channels in realistic configurations, limited only by the available optical band-

width. Here, these tools helped us to develop a multiplexed quantum teleportation protocol,

which can teleport multiple quantum states simultaneously, as well as a multiplexed QKD

protocol (BB84-like), which we demonstrated experimentally over 23 spectral channels in

parallel. We note however that the presented toolkit is useful far beyond those two examples,

and can be used to form multiplexed variations of any existing quantum protocol, thereby

enhancing the processing throughput by orders of magnitude.

FIG. 1: The tool-set for multiplexed processing with broadband squeezed light,
decomposed to generation, manipulation and detection of quantum states in a multiplexed
manner. Later we employ this tool-set to assemble two quantum protocols (multiplexed
QKD and quantum teleportation), as two major examples. For state generation we use a
broadband optical parametric amplifier (OPA), which generates a broad spectrum of
two-mode squeezed light from a narrowband pump. For state manipulation we use
spectrally-resolved phase shifters and beam splitters, which allow to control the
quadratures of the quantum states separately for each channel. Finally, for detection we
employ parametric homodyne using another OPA followed by a spectrometer, where the
chosen quadrature is amplified and simultaneously measured across the spectrum.
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A. Multiplexed QKD

As a first example for a multiplexed protocol, let us present (and later demonstrate

experimentally) a simple protocol of multiplexed QKD. We note up front that this protocol

is not intended as an immediate practical implementation of ultrafast QKD, but rather as an

illustration of the viability of frequency-multiplexed quantum processing. Our scheme forms

a continuous-variable analog of the BB84 protocol using an unseeded SU(1,1) interferometer.

Specifically, both Alice and Bob have an unseeded OPA that generates broadband SPDC

and a broadband phase modulation device that consists of a Fourier-domain spectral shaper

(see figure 2 and caption for details). Since an unseeded SU(1,1) interferometer generates

a wide spectrum of signal-idler pairs, the different frequencies within this spectrum can be

used as separate QKD channels.

When a pump laser passes through two OPAs in series, the SPDC generation in the 2nd

OPA can interfere with the SPDC generation in the 1st OPA, depending on the phase of

the signal-idler pair relative to the pump. This leads us to the following 4-steps protocol:

1. To encodes her information, Alice modulates the phase of each signal-idler channel in

one of two mutually unbiased bases (chosen at random): Basis 1 uses ϕ = 0 (construc-

tive interference) for logic ’1’ and ϕ = π (destructive) for logic ’0’, whereas basis 2

employs ϕ = ±π
2
. After the spectral modulation of all the channels (in parallel), Alice

sends the phase modulated spectrum to Bob.

2. To detect the information, Bob randomly chooses a measurement basis (for each chan-

nel separately) using his spectral shaper - by setting the phase to 0 for basis 1 or to

π
2
for basis 2, and passes the light again through his OPA, where the SU(1,1) interfer-

ence occurs. Bob measures the spectrally resolved light intensity with a spectrometer,

which reflects the number of photons in each channel at the output of the complete

SU(1,1) interferometer. If Bob sets the correct basis for a channel, the interference

of that channel at the output will be either fully constructive (high probability for

photo-detection) or destructive (low probability) and Bob will be able to detect Al-

ice’s phase. However, if Bob sets the phase to the wrong basis, his interference will be

intermediate, preventing Bob from deducing the information.

3. After the communication is complete, Alice and Bob use a public channel to compare
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their bases for each channel, keeping only the bits where the encoding and decoding

bases matched.

4. Finally, to detect a possible eavesdropper, Alice and Bob compare a fraction of their

data, searching for errors that Eve’s measurements would have introduced (just like

any other QKD protocol).

FIG. 2: The multiplexed QKD protocol. To encode the data Alice employs a source of
broadband, weakly squeezed light (entangled photon pairs) generated using an OPA with
broadband phase-matching. Alice modulates the spectral phase of the squeezed light using
a Fourier-domain spectral shaper that consists of a spectral separator, such as grating or
prism and a spatial light modulator (SLM) to vary the phase of each spectral channel
independently. The modulated light is then sent to Bob via an optical fiber. To decode
Alice’s information, Bob chooses a measurement basis for each channel by modulating the
spectral phase of the squeezed light with his spectral shaper (identical to Alice’s) and
passes the light through a second OPA (completing the SU(1,1) interferometer). Finally,
Bob measures the spectral intensity with a spectrometer trying to detect single photons in
each channel.

The security of each channel within this scheme can be analyzed similar to the standard

analysis of the BB84 protocol, as summarized hereon (the complete derivation of the security

is given in the methods - section IA). Assuming a weak parametric gain in the OPAs, we

can employ the perturbative quantum propagator through the nonlinear crystal [25], as

U(t) = eiHt ≈ 1 + iHt = 1 + igωa
†
ωa

†
−ω, where a±ω represent the field operators of the

signal-idler mode pair at ωp/2± ω and gω represent the parametric gain of that pair, which
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includes the interaction time, t (proportional to the crystal length). Assuming the vacuum

state as the input to Alice’s OPA, the output state after Bob’s OPA is

|ψ⟩2 = |0⟩+ igω(1 + eiϕω) |1ω, 1−ω⟩ , (1)

where ϕω = ϕA + ϕB is the total phase that Alice and Bob apply to the signal-idler pair

(relative to the pump field) during steps 1 and 2 of the protocol. The phase ϕA(B) indicates

the basis of encoding (measurement) that Alice (Bob) employ for each bit of the channel.

The average number of photon that Bob will measure at a specific channel is

Nω = | ⟨1ω|ψ⟩2 |
2 = |gω|2(2 + 2 cos(ϕω)) (2)

Notice that when Alice and Bob use different bases, ϕω = ϕA + ϕB = π
2
/3π

2
and the average

number of photons is simply 2|gω|2, independent of the phase. However, when the bases

match, ϕω = ϕA + ϕB = π/0 the average number of photon equals 0/4|gω|2 respectively, so

Bob’s measurement can decode Alice’s information.

When Eve tries to attack the communication the situation changes noticeably. For ex-

ample, if Eve ”steals” some of the light using a beam splitter with transmission T , then the

number of photons after Bob’s OPA becomes (see derivation in the methods, section IA 1)

Nω(T ) = |gω|2 (1 + T + 2T cos(ϕω)) (3)

which diminishes the interference contrast and introduces errors for Bob. Thus, a good

discriminator for eavesdroppers is the contrast of the interference after Bob’s crystal,

V (T ) ≡ Imax − Imin

Imax + Imin

=
2T

1 + T
. (4)

The contrast is a witness for eavesdropping since Eve must steal some of the photons, i.e.

reduce the transmission (T ) which will lower the contrast. Notice that Eve’s ability to

extract information relies on a similar interference contrast (in her own measurements),

VEve = V (R = 1−T ) = 2(1−T )
2−T

. Thus, to obtain a sufficient contrast in her measurements,

Eve must induce a sufficiently high loss in her beam splitter, which Alice and Bob can later

identify.

B. Multiplexed Quantum Teleportation

Multi-channel quantum teleportation, which we propose and analyze here, is another

example for harnessing the optical bandwidth to multiplex an important protocol of quan-
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tum information. Again we note that this protocol should not be judged as immediately

applicable for technology, but rather as an illustration of the range of possibilities that our

multiplexing scheme offers for quantum information. This new protocol is a broadband,

multiplexed version of the Braunstein’s & Kimble’s protocol (suggested in [26] and demon-

strated in [27]). For this scheme we utilize two sources of broadband squeezed vacuum

(OPAs) to simultaneously teleport a set of quantum states across the spectrum of a general

broadband field with arbitrary two-mode quadratures at each frequency (see figure 3).

As opposed to the QKD protocol above, which operates in the regime of low squeezing

with single pairs of entangled photons, the teleportation protocol we now discuss operates

best at the high-squeezing regime. Thus, for the sake of presentation simplicity only, let

us assume initially that the two sources are ”infinitely squeezed” to the level that we can

completely neglect one of their quadratures. Later we will alleviate this assumption and

consider the implications of finite squeezing to the teleportation precision. When the two

highly squeezed sources (marked (1) and (2) on the figure) are mixed on a beam splitter (BS)

with the correct phase, they generate an entangled quantum state, where the quadratures

at the two outputs of the BS (marked (3) and (4)) are quantum-correlated. To teleport

the input state, we mix it with one of the entangled arms (on another BS) and measure

quadratures of the BS outputs (marked (5) and (6)). Based on this measurement, we

introduce a quadrature shift (marked (7)) to the unmeasured entangled arm (marked (4))

to reproduce the original quadratures of the input state at the teleportation output (marked

(8)).

To describe the steps of this protocol, we will use the field operator âω at each frequency

which can be decomposed into quadratures as âω = x̂ω + iŷ†ω (here we use the definition of

the two-mode quadratures, x̂ω ≡ 1
2

(
âω + â†−ω

)
and ŷω ≡ 1

2i

(
âω − â†−ω

)
[28, 29], which is a

convenient generalization of the standard single-mode quadratures to the two-mode squeezed

pair of signal-idler modes). With this definition, we can represent the input field operator as

âω,in = ξ(ω)x̂ω + iη(ω)ŷω and the field operator of the squeezed state generated by an OPA

as âω,OPA = X(ω)x̂ω + iy(ω)ŷω, where without loss of generality, X represent the stretched

two-mode quadrature (at each frequency ω), whereas y represent the squeezing of the other

quadrature (dictated by the parametric gain g(ω) of the squeezers at each frequency, which

ideally set X=eg, y=e−g). For convenience, we will drop the frequency index from now on

(assuming we look at a specific frequency component of the broad spectrum). Let us now
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describe in detail each step of this protocol:

1. Two broadband squeezed sources generate two orthogonal squeezed states, â1 =
√
2
(
Xx̂+ iyŷ†

)
and â2 =

√
2
(
xx̂+ iY ŷ†

)
, where X, Y (y, x) are the stretched

(squeezed) quadratures of the sources. We will assume that the squeezing is suffi-

ciently high to ensure that the squeezed quadratures are small compared to the input

field, i.e. x≪ ξ and y ≪ η.

2. Using a beam splitter, the squeezed states are interfered to generate two quadratures-

entangled states, â3 =
1√
2
(â1 + â2) ≈ Xx̂+ iY ŷ† and â4 =

1√
2
(â1 − â2) ≈ Xx̂− iY ŷ†,

where x, y are neglected for now.

3. The broadband input state that we wish to teleport, represented by the field operator

âin = ξx̂ + iηŷ†, is mixed with one of the entangled beams â4 using a second beam

splitter to obtain the encoded states, â5 ≈ 1√
2
(ξ −X) x̂ + i√

2
(η + Y ) ŷ† and â6 ≈

1√
2
(ξ +X) x̂+ i√

2
(η − Y ) ŷ†.

4. The quadratures of the two encoded states are measured with parametric homodyne

measurement simultaneously across the two-mode spectrum, such that the quadrature

x̂ is measured for â5 and ŷ
† for â6. As a result, we obtain information on the difference

of the signals quadrature, 1√
2
(ξ −X) and 1√

2
(η − Y ) without any knowledge about

the quadratures themselves.

5. The measurement results of the quadratures are transmitted through a classical chan-

nel to the desired teleportation location, where a strong coherent state (effectively

classical) is generated from the received measurements (using spectral shaper) accord-

ing to â7 ≈ α (ξ −X) x̂ + iα (η − Y ) ŷ†. To recreate the original input state at the

teleportation output, we use this coherent state to shift the quadratures of the re-

maining part of the entangled state, â3 using a beam splitter with high-transmission

(t ≈ 1, r ≪ 1). To this end, we set α = t
r
, which yields â8 = tâ3+râ7 ≈ ξx̂+iηŷ† = âin.

It is important to note that the level of squeezing of the OPAs is a key factor for the fidelity

of the protocol, indicating that the teleportation error is a direct result of the finite squeezing

used. If we calculate the output of the protocol â8 without assuming high squeezing, i.e.
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FIG. 3: The multiplexed quantum teleportation protocol. Note that in the figure
dashed lines represent classical signals, electrical or optical whereas the solid lines are
quantum optical signals. Two OPAs are generating two broadband orthogonal squeezed
states, squeezed in the x̂ and ŷ directions (1 and 2). These states are interfered using a
beam splitter to produce two quadrature-entangled states (3 and 4). Half of the entangled
state (4) is interfered with an input signal (in) using a beam splitter and produces two new
interference states (5 and 6). Theses states are sent to two orthogonal homodyne detectors,
which measure the quadratures x̂ and ŷ† respectively to obtain the difference between the
entangled state quadratures (3) and the input signal (in). Finally, a shift controlled by the
measured quadratures is performed on the rest of the entangled state (3) (using a
spectrally shaped classical source) to reproduce the original input state at the output (8).

including also the squeezed quadratures of the OPAs (x, y), the output operator becomes

â8 = t
(
(2x+ ξ)x̂+ i(2y + η)ŷ†

)
≈ (2x+ ξ)x̂+ i(2y + η)ŷ†, (5)

indicating that the residue of the squeezed quadratures act as a source of noise, added to

the teleportation output. Thus, in order to reduce these errors, it is important to maximize

the squeezing of the original signals. For example, one can enhance the squeezing level by

replacing the single-pass OPAs in our protocol with multi-pass OPOs (optical parametric

oscillator) that offer higher squeezing (up to 15 dB demonstrated [30]).
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FIG. 4: Proof-of-principle demonstration of multiplexed QKD: (a) The
experimental configuration. The pump beam (purple) was generated by a CW,
single-frequency laser at 780nm of ∼ 1− 4W output power. The two OPAs of the SU1,1
interferometer were realized in a single periodically polled LiNbO3 crystal (PPLN in the
figure), by passing through the PPLN medium twice: forward for generation of the SPDC
photons across a wide spectrum of signal and idler (red and green); and backwards, for
parametric homodyne detection. Alice encodes the SPDC light using a spectral shaper for
the SPDC and a phase modulator (EOM) for the pump, which is separated off from the
SPDC by a harmonic separator (H.S.). To encode information, Alice employs a spectral
shaper that consists of a grating, a lens and a spatial light modulator (1x12,288 liquid
crystal array SLM). The EOM stabilizes the phase of the pump to that of the SPDC,
compensating for phase noise and drifts, by using an active feedback loop (not shown).
The EOM also allows Bob to select the measurement basis (same for all channels across
the spectrum). Finally, the three beams are reflected back into the OPA crystal, which
now acts as Bob’s detector. The reflected SPDC light is separated from the pump with
another harmonic separator mirror (H.S.) and the resulting SPDC spectrum is recorded on
a home-built spectrometer that consists of a grating, a lens and a Linear CCD camera. (b)
Experimental results: the normalized spectral intensities of all channels are shown for
measurement in basis ”1” (top) and ”2” (bottom). The colors represents the encoded
phase by Alice of each channel, and the height is the normalized intensity (detection
probability) measured by Bob. Evidently, Bob can easily decode only the channels that
were measured at the correct basis.
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C. Experimental Demonstration

To demonstrate multiplexed quantum information processing across the optical spec-

trum we implemented the multi-channel QKD scheme of figure 2 in a proof-of-principle

experiment, as outlined in figure 4. Our configuration realized the simultaneous generation,

control and measurement of multiplexed QKD frequency channels. The experimental setup

is illustrated in figure 4a.

During the experiment the pump passes through the OPA and generates a broadband

spectrum of signal and idler pairs across 150nm bandwidth around 1560nm. The pairs are

separated from the pump with a Harmonic Separator (H.S) and sent to a spectral shaper

to encode Alice’s information by modulating the phase of each frequency pair (channel) to

0, π or π
2
, 3π

2
randomly (step 1). Simultaneously, the pump passes through an EOM used to

stabilize the phase of the pump to that of the pairs, as well as to choose the measurement

basis for Bob (same basis for all channels in this case). Finally, the pump and the pairs are

reflected back to recombine and pass through the OPA once more in the opposite direction,

completing the SU1,1 interference. To implement Bob’s parallel detection of all channels

we measure the output spectral intensity using a home-built spectrometer composed of a

grating and a line CCD-camera (step 2).

To maximize the data capacity while preserving the security of the protocol, the spectral

width of the channels at the spectral shaper was chosen to be the smallest possible without

leaking to the neighboring channels (see experimental verification in the methods, section

IB). This allowed us to encode and decode in this preliminary configuration up to 23 channels

in parallel with a bare interference contrast of 75%. This 23-fold enhancement of the data

capacity (compared to a single channel) is far from any fundamental limit. It can easily be

pushed up to>200 channels by improving the spectral resolution of both the encoding shaper

and the spectrometer with standard technology of optical wavelength division multiplexing

(see section IIA in the supplementary).

Figure 4b presents the experimental results. To demonstrate our ability to decode the

information in both bases, we encoded the 23 channels (at random bases) using the spectral

shaper and then, measured them all simultaneously, where in order to select the measure-

ment basis we set the pump-phase to 0 or π
2
. As can be seen, for each measurement the

correct basis was detected with good visibility across the entire spectrum, allowing to decode
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the channels, whereas the channels in the incorrect basis showed no visibility at all. This

confirms the ability of Alice and Bob to communicate freely, while preventing attacks on the

communication by intercept-resend.

As discussed above, our scheme is a CV, multiplexed version of the well-known BB84

protocol, indicating that all the security proofs of BB84 are directly applicable to our pro-

tocol as well. We chose to demonstrate the immunity of our scheme to the steal-attack,

i.e. an attempt of Eve to split off some of the light between Alice and Bob, which is a

most common attack on QKD. If Eve uses a beam splitter to ”steal” part of the quantum

state, she inevitably will reduce the interference contrast for Bob. We therefore simulated

Eve’s operation by introducing loss at the spectral shaper. Although the initial loss in our

simple configuration was relatively high ( 44%, probably due to imperfect components and

alignment), we could still clearly detect even a small additional loss of 5% since it visibly

reduces the contrast (compared to the measurement error). For more details about the loss

detection see the methods, section IC.

D. Discussion

High data throughput is an important attribute of any information processing scheme.

Although the bandwidth of standard broadband sources of squeezed light and entangled

photons can easily exceed 10THz (even up to an octave in frequency [21]), the bandwidth

resource of the light is yet to be utilized, mainly due to the lack of efficient measurement

techniques with sufficient bandwidth. Our method harnessed optical parametric homodyne

in order to efficiently utilize the optical bandwidth to increase the processing capacity by sev-

eral orders of magnitude. With this method we proposed and demonstrated a multiplexed,

BB84-like protocol of QKD, as well as a new quantum teleportation protocol. In spite of

the conceptual difference between the teleportation and the QKD applications, they both

shared the same set of tools for broadband state generation, broadband state manipulation

and broadband state measurement.

If we examine these quantum tools in a broader view, we can realize that they are applica-

ble in the general context of broadband quantum information processing, well beyond QKD

and teleportation. An evident example will be to realize frequency multiplexed versions of

other protocols of quantum communication, such entanglement-based QKD [3], quantum
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coin flipping [1], entanglement based sensing [7], etc.. Furthermore, repeating those oper-

ations and combining them in various manners is key to implement a broadband quantum

network with ultra-fast communication speed.

Another thrust of possible application is towards high-bandwidth quantum computation.

Specifically, the ability to simultaneously generate, control and measure a large set of sepa-

rated squeezed qubits ( implemented as signal-idler pairs, as presented above), along with a

multiplexed two-qubit operation, is sufficient for universal quantum computation that will

exploit the frequency dimension to generate much larger entangled states with the same

squeezing resources [31–33]. Note that a multiplexed two-qubit gate was already demon-

strated across the quantum frequency comb of a broadband OPO, that is either pumped

by several frequencies [31] or phase-modulated in time [34]. Such a multiplexed quantum

computer will be naturally compatible with the multiplexed quantum network, mentioned

above.
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I. METHODS

A. Security Analysis of Frequency-Multiplexed QKD

In section A of the main text above, we proposed a frequency-multiplexed QKD scheme

that employs broadband squeezing and broadband quantum detection, and described its use

to share information securely between Alice and Bob using the phases of multiple frequency

channels. The security of these channels relies on the ability to efficiently detect eavesdrop-

pers, which requires to identify a difference between the quantum state with and without

an eavesdropper (and to measure this difference). For an undisturbed system, the output

state is given by equation 1 (section A),

|ψ⟩2 = |0⟩+ igω(1 + ei(ϕA+ϕB)) |1ω, 1−ω⟩ , (6)

which yields the detection-probability of photons (phase-dependent) in mode ω, as given by

equation 2 (section A),

Nω = |gω|2(2 + 2 cos(ϕA + ϕB)). (7)

In what follows, we analyze how this output measurement will change under two major

attacks - the steal attack and the intercept-resend attack, and how these attacks will be

reflected in the statistics of the results.

1. Steal Attack

Under a steal attack, Eve tries to ”steal” some of the transmitted light by a beam splitter

in the channel with a reflection R representing the stolen amplitude. Eve can then try to

use her stolen part to obtain some information (even partial) on the generated key. In this

case, Eve modifies the transmitted state to Bob by mixing it with another vacuum mode

|0⟩2 through the beam-splitter, resulting in:

|ψ⟩BS = |0⟩1 |0⟩2 + igωe
iϕA


t2 |1ω, 1−ω⟩1 |0⟩2
−r2 |0⟩1 |1ω, 1−ω⟩2

+irt |1ω, 0−ω⟩1 |0ω, 1−ω⟩2
+irt |0ω, 1−ω⟩1 |1ω, 0−ω⟩2

 , (8)

where t, r are the transmission and reflection amplitudes of Eve’s beam-splitter (t2+r2 = 1).
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Then, the quantum state after Bob’s OPA becomes:

|ψ⟩BS = |0⟩1 |0⟩2 + igωe
i(ϕA+ϕB)


(e−i(ϕA+ϕB) + t2) |1ω, 1−ω⟩1 |0⟩2

−r2 |0⟩1 |1ω, 1−ω⟩2
+irt |1ω, 0−ω⟩1 |0ω, 1−ω⟩2
+irt |0ω, 1−ω⟩1 |1ω, 0−ω⟩2

 , (9)

where the modulation phase, ϕB sets Bob’s measurement basis. The average number of

photons that Bob will measure in mode ω is:

Nω = | ⟨1ω|ψ⟩BS |
2 = |gω|2 (1 + T + 2T cos(ϕω)) (10)

where T = t2, R = r2 are the transmission / reflection probabilities.

The primary method to detect Eve is through the errors she will induce in the measure-

ments, which appear in two major forms: First, Eve’s beam-splitter may steal one photon

of an entangled pair, but not the other, which leads to the observation of single photons

without a matching twin (i.e. the states |1ω, 0−ω⟩ and |0ω, 1−ω⟩). Since these possibilities

cannot exist in the ideal case, they are good indicators for the amount of loss in the commu-

nication channel, which we attribute to Eve. The second type of errors is the ”information”

errors, where the outcome of legitimate measurements is altered. Specifically, photons can

be detected even when the interference is destructive, which reduces the interference con-

trast. Thus, evaluating the contrast of a large set of measurements is a good discriminator,

which is given by

V ≡ Imax − Imin

Imax + Imin

=
2T

1 + T
. (11)

The contrast is a witness for eavesdropping since Eve must steal some of the photons, i.e.

reduce the transmission (T ) which will lower the contrast. Additionally, we can notice that

a background signal (such as noises and signals generated by the attacker) will reduce the

contrast even further, and so reduce the signal’s credibility. Notice that Bob and Alice can

easily calculate both Imax and Imin during the comparison step of our QKD protocol (section

A, step 4). Specifically, when Alice reveals the transmitted states of the compared data,

this allows Bob to calculate the average number of photons that he received for construc-

tive (destructive) interference and obtain Imax (Imin). Note that for Eve to obtain useful

information, she must steal a substantial fraction of the light, since the transmission of her

beam splitter (from Alice to Bob) acts as the loss value for Eve. For example, stealing 5%
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is equivalent to 95% loss for Eve, which results in only ∼ 10% contrast for Eve and provides

little information.

2. Intercept-Resend Attack

Intercept-resend attack was introduced originally with the BB84 protocol [1]. During an

intercept-resend attack, Eve tries to imitate Alice by reading the quantum state between

Alice and Bob and generating a new quantum state according to her measurement, that she

sends to Bob.

Following the calculation in section A, the average number of photons that Eve will

measure after her OPA is

Nω = |gω|2(2 + 2 cos(ϕA + ϕE)), (12)

where ϕE is the modulated phase by Eve.

We can gain intuition to the limitations of the intercept-resend attack by considering

the simplifying assumption that the number of measured photons during each integration

time is exactly 1 (in every shot) for constructive interference (and zero for destructive). In

this case, Eve cannot gain any information about Alice’s basis, since her measurements will

always yield either one photon or none, independent of Alice’s encoding. Now, exactly as in

BB84, if Eve measured in the correct basis, she will know the state correctly and will be able

to impersonate Alice perfectly. However, if Eve measured in the incorrect basis, her reading

is random and she cannot recover the encoded phase, thereby introducing an error to the

channel with probability 0.5. The total error probability per bit is therefore PErr = 0.25, as

in BB84, which can be detected easily.

B. Channels Uncorrelation Measurement

In our experiment of multiplexed QKD (described in section C), we used a ∼ 100nm

bandwidth of SPDC to encode and decode 23 QKD channels simultaneously. Those fre-

quency channels were separated and controlled using a pulse shaper, composed of a grating

(to spread the spectrum into different angles), a lens, and an SLM to encode the phase (per

channel). A spectrometer was used to measure all the channels simultaneously, composed of
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a grating, a lens and a line-CCD camera. In theory, the only mechanism for crosstalk may

be the finite frequency resolution of the shaper and the spectrometer (due to the diffraction

limit). In practice additional technical imperfections in both the SLM and the camera can

lead to crosstalk, such as voltage leakage between neighboring pixels on the SLM. Such

problems may cause unwanted correlation between neighboring channels, which lead to se-

curity problems. To rule out crosstalk between neighboring channels of the experiment (and

so ensure the security of our scheme), we measured the correlation between the channels,

as shown in figure 5. In optimal conditions of alignment (diffraction-limited resolution for

Alice’s shaper and for Bob’s measurement spectrometer (CCD pixels), with perfect corre-

spondence between them) no correlation was observed between neighboring channels down

to the noise floor of our measurement (figure 5a). However, when misalignment was intro-

duced, correlation between neighboring channels appeared in the form of leakage of the phase

modulation from one channel into the measurement of the neighboring channel (see figure

5b). This correlation is an example of information leakage that may help an eavesdropper

to reveal data on one channel from the measurement of its neighbor.

FIG. 5: Cross-talk evaluation: The mean error of one channel
Err1(φ2) = ⟨I1(φ1, φ2)−⟨ I1(φ1, φ2) ⟩φ2⟩φ1

is recorded vs. the phase of its neighbour

channel for two cases: (a) well aligned channels, where no correlation is observed between
the channels down to the measurement noise-floor. (b) Misaligned spectral channels,
which cause evident dependency between the phase of channel 1 and the measurement of
channel 2. (b) also shows that correlation errors between neighbour channels are not
necessarily symmetrical, depending on the leaks between the channels.

In addition to security verification, the uncorrelation measurement serves another purpose
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- to maximize the number of channels for a given experimental configuration. We used this

measurement to find the smallest spectral separation between channels that preserves the

uncorrelation property, allowing to maximize the number of channels within the available

spectrum. Thus, the uncorrelation measurement is an important step in the calibration of

our experiment. This resulted in 130µm wide channels with 30µm wide gaps between

them.

C. Loss Detection

To verify the security of our multiplexed QKD scheme, we demonstrated the detection of

eavesdroppers. Experimentally, we identified the steal attack and quantified its detectability.

As we have seen in the security analysis above (section IA 1), a steal attack reduces the

average number of photons in mode ω to Nω = |gω|2 (1 + T + 2T cos(ϕω)) (eq. 3) which

we can measure. However, as we have seen in IA 1), the better detection parameter is

the contrast (visibility) of the interference after the second crystal, which is given by V ≡
Imax−Imin

Imax+Imin
= 2T

1+T
. (eq. 4). The contrast is a good witness for eavesdropping since Eve must

steal some of the photons, i.e. reduce the transmission (T ), which will lower the contrast

and therefore introduce errors.

Figure 6 shows the measured dependence of the contrast on the loss (equation 4) along

with the theoretical curve, with very good agreement, indicating our ability to detect the

loss from the contrast. The loss was introduced by amplitude modulation with the SLM.

The only fit parameter of the theoretical curve in figure 6 was the initial loss of the channel

which turned out to be around 44%. This high loss was probably caused by a combination

of the finite diffraction efficiency of the gratings and the SLM, imperfect AR-coating on the

optical components, uneven propagation of the pump, the signal and the idler and other

practical factors, which can all be improved in future experiments. And yet, we can clearly

detect even a small additional loss of 5% since it reduces the contrast visibly (compared to

the measurement error). Thus, Eve will be easily detected even with realistic, rather high

initial losses. Note that for Eve to obtain useful information, she must steal a substantial

fraction of the light since high loss directly affects the amount of data received during the

communication.
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FIG. 6: Detection of steal-attack from measuring the contrast: The figure shows the
measured contrast as function of the total transmission loss, which was varied using the
SLM (amplitude modulation). Blue crosses show the measured contrast, and the red fit is
calculated from equation 4.

II. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

A. Experimental considerations on the Number of Channels

Although the spectrum of our SPDC source is continuous, the effective number of channels

is limited by the spectral resolutions of both the shaper and the spectrometer. These spectral

resolutions are governed digitally by the available number of pixels on the SLM (or linear

CCD camera) within the spectrum and by the analog spectral resolution of the shaper

(spectrometer), as dictated by the grating line-density and by the diffraction limit of the

lenses. In this section we explain how all these parameters were tuned to optimize the number

of channels in our specific experiment, laying out the ”points for future improvement” that

can serve future experiments.

Let us first consider the spatial width of each channel on the SLM (or spectrometer). In

order to make the most out of the available pixels we optimize the diffraction limit of the

lens d ≈ 2.44λf
D

to match approximately the pixel size. This sets an appropriate focal length

for the lenses:

flens ≈ 0.4
dpixelD

λ
(13)

Where d is the diameter of the beam at the focal point, λ is the channel wavelength (1560nm

in our setup), D is the beam’s diameter on the lens and f is the lens focal length.

The second factor to consider is the SPDC spectrum, which is limited by the phase
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matching bandwidth of the PPLN OPA. To utilize the most of the available SPDC, one

needs to span the SPDC spectrum across the entire SLM (camera). For this we need to

consider the angular dispersion of the grating on the SPDC spectrum of width 2ω. The

diffraction angle θ of the grating adheres to

d sin θ = λ. (14)

To first order approximation sin θ ≈ θ we obtain

d · θω =
2πc

ω
, (15)

which allows to calculate the angular span of the spectrum as

d ·∆θ = 2πc
ωp

2
− ω

− 2πc
ωp

2
+ ω

=
4ωπc

ω2
p

4
− ω2

. (16)

Finally, we choose the grating period d, such that the spectrum will cover the spatial span

L of the SLM (camera) at the Fourier plane of the lens, which requires that

flens ·∆θ = L. (17)

Clearly, the aperture of the focusing lenses D must be sufficient to capture the complete

angular spectrum of the light (D > L). We can now use equation (16) to obtain the optimal

grating period:

d =
flens
L

4ωπc
ω2
p

4
− ω2

(18)

The final factor to consider is chromatic dispersion. The optical elements in the beam,

such as lenses, filters, polarizers, etc. incur chromatic dispersion on the SPDC spectrum due

to the variance of the index of refraction with frequency. Specifically, variation of the phase-

sum of the signal-idler pair due to dispersion will shift the overall phase of that pair (channel),

resulting in a shift of the interference pattern at this channel. Dispersion therefore should be

either compensated or calibrated in order to correctly detect the transmitted information.

Dispersion correction can be included in two ways: First, for relatively weak dispersion,

where the phase variation across the bandwidth of a single channel is negligible, we can use

the phase modulation of the SLM to pre-compensate the dispersion of each channel, which

for our experiment was sufficient. However, for cases of high dispersion, as may be the case

after passage through a long optical fiber, the phase variation across a single channel may no
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longer be small, which will lead to reduction of the interference contrast, or even to complete

wash-out of the spectral interference fringes. In such a case, physical compensation of the

dispersion will be necessary (e.g. with a negative-dispersion fiber or with a prism-pair, etc.).
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